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QUESTION 1

Scenario: Users working from a remote branch office using XenApp are reporting that Flash content is NOT displayed
on an internal web page. Branch office users have NO direct connection to the intranet. Other Internet sites are
unaffected. Which two steps could the administrator take to resolve the issue without impacting Flash performance?
(Choose two.) 

A. Upgrade the Receiver client on the users PC to version 13. 

B. Create a XenApp policy to enable Flash redirection for remote users. 

C. Downgrade the version of Internet Explorer on the XenApp server to version 7. 

D. Enable server-side content fetching policy on the client device using the supplied .ADM file. 

E. Add the URL of the intranet site to a Flash server-side content fetching URL list policy setting. 

F. Uninstall the Flash player on the XenApp server, and install the 10.1 Flash player or later on the client. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 2

Scenario: A server farm has five servers which are members of the FARM worker group. Multiple applications are
published on the servers for use by over 100 employees. One of the applications has only 10 licenses. 

What could the administrator do to allow only 10 employees to use that specific application at any given time? 

A. Set the concurrent logon limit to 10. 

B. Apply the limit user sessions policy using a filter. 

C. Assign a load evaluator to the published application. 

D. Apply the connection access control policy using a filter. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A Citrix XenApp administrator needs to apply a policy to all users regardless of connection type. Which type of policy
should the administrator create? 

A. Unfiltered User policy 

B. Unfiltered Computer policy 

C. User policy filtered by worker group 

D. Computer policy filtered by worker group 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Scenario: A XenApp administrator has been tasked with building XenApp servers as generically as possible. Other than
the operating system, required updates, patches and anti-virus software, the servers are to be kept as identical as
possible to allow for quick disaster recovery should the need arise. Bandwidth is restricted and the client machines run
operating systems other than Windows. Therefore, streaming applications to the client machines is NOT possible. 

Which setting must the administrator select when publishing the application? 

A. Streamed to client 

B. Accessed from a server, streamed to server 

C. Accessed from a server, installed application 

D. Streamed if possible, otherwise accessed from a server 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Scenario: A server farm consists of dual- and single-processor servers. The administrator of the farm wants to ensure
that the dual-processor servers receive more sessions than the single- processor servers. 

In order to distribute the session load equitably among both types of servers, the administrator must assign the
__________. (Choose the correct option to complete the sentence.) 

A. default load evaluator rule to all servers 

B. advanced load evaluator rule to all servers 

C. default load evaluator rule to all dual-processor servers 

D. advanced load evaluator rule to all dual-processor servers 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Scenario: A server farm has three policies applied with the User filter. 

Policy A (priority 1) allows domain users to access network, client and removable drives.No other settings are
configured. 

Policy B (priority 2) allows domain users to access optical drives. No other settings are configured. 

Policy C (priority 3) denies domain users access to client and removable drives. No other settings are configured. 

Which drives will be available to domain users in the environment? 
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A. No drives 

B. Optical drives 

C. Network and optical drives 

D. Network, client and removable drives 

E. Network, client, removable and optical drives 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 7

Scenario: Users from the Sales department have raised complaints to the company\\'s CEO, arguing that launching the
CRM application on a XenApp server takes a significant amount of time and is impacting their productivity. The IT
Administrator has been asked to investigate the situation and find a solution to the problem. The administrator
concludes that the creation of a session is being critically impacted due to profile loading and logon scripts, resulting in
the one- to two-minute individual session creation times for sales users. 

Which two steps could the administrator take to resolve the session issues in order to improve the user experience
when connecting to the XenApp environment? (Choose two.) 

A. Configure Just-in-Time Pre-launch for users in the Sales department. 

B. Configure a Scheduled Pre-launch for users launching the CRM application. 

C. Eliminate User profiles and disable all logon scripts for the users in the Sales department. 

D. Add additional memory to the end-point computers used by the users in the Sales department to connect to the
XenApp published application. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 8

Scenario: An administrator is notified that a single XenApp server has an issue with starting the IMA Service. A quick
check of all dependent services shows there are NO issues. When the administrator checks the MF20.dsn file using
Notepad, the file is unreadable and contains miscellaneous characters. 

In order to quickly resolve this issue, the administrator should copy the __________. (Choose the correct option to
complete the sentence.) 

A. contents only of a working server\\'s IMA folder 

B. folder and contents from a working server\\'s IMA folder 

C. MF20.dsn file from another server and reinstall XenApp 6.5 

D. MF20.dsn file from another server, renaming the hostname of the XenApp Server 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 9

Scenario: A company has two XenApp 6.5 farms and two Web Interface servers, each hosting a specific business
application. Because of legal reasons, the applications CANNOT be delivered from a single farm. Users complain that
they often use the wrong URL or do NOT see the application they require. 

Which two tasks can an administrator complete to reduce the users\\' confusion? (Choose two.) 

A. Use a load balancer to provide a single URL to both Web Interface servers. 

B. On each Web Interface server, create a new Web Interface site for the alternate farm. 

C. On each Web Interface server, add a second farm that is configured with at least one XML gateway from the
alternate farm. 

D. On each Web Interface server, modify the existing farm configuration and add at least one XML gateway from the
alternate farm. 

E. Customize the Web Interface footer text on both Web Interface servers to remind the users of which applications are
provided by the current server. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 10

Scenario: A farm contains six servers with one shared data collector that has a custom load balancing policy to limit the
number of connections. An administrator needs to add more users to the farm, which will result in adding on four more
servers for a total of 10. As most users in the farm use a CAD application, the administrator understands that resource
needs will increase. 

Which step should the administrator take to maintain farm integrity? 

A. Dedicate two new servers as data collectors and set them as Most Preferred in the election panel. 

B. Dedicate one new server as the dedicated data collector and the current data collector as its backup. 

C. Dedicate three new servers as shared data collectors and assign Most Preferred in the election panel. 

D. Dedicate a new server as a second shared data collector and assign Most Preferred in the election panel. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Which policy must the administrator configure to enable the XPS data type with the universal printing system? 

A. Universal printing 

B. Universal driver preference 

C. Universal printing optimization defaults 
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D. Universal printing EMF processing mode 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Which step could an administrator take to ensure better SSL performance on three new XenApp farms? 

A. Enable load balancing 

B. Increase XML timeout 

C. Enable socket pooling 

D. Increase socket timeout 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

In order for an administrator to download licenses from the company\\'s mycitrix.com portal, the administrator must be
added __________. (Choose the correct option to complete the sentence.) 

A. as a Citrix Administrator in the AppCenter 

B. into the contacts for the company in mycitrix.com 

C. to the Purchasing Active Directory group in the company 

D. as a Domain Administrator in the company\\'s Active Directory 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Scenario: A XenApp administrator is tasked with delivering a new application to the XenApp farm. During testing, the
administrator finds that the application is incompatible with existing applications installed on the XenApp servers. He
CANNOT install the application on the servers. 

The administrator is in the process of publishing this application. Click the \\'Exhibit\\' button to view a screenshot of the
Publish Application window. 
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Which streaming option should the administrator use to publish the application so that iPhone mobile device users can
access the application? 

A. Streamed to client 

B. Accessed from a server- Streamed to server 

C. Accessed from a server- Installed application 

D. Streamed if possible, otherwise accessed from a server 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Scenario: Corporate security policies mandate that NO application can display network information, including domain
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names. The company has multiple XenApp farms which reside in different Active Directory domains that do NOT have
trust relationships between them. The administrator has installed and configured a Web Interface server with a XenApp
Web site that aggregates all the different farms into a single point of access. 

Based on the corporate security policy restrictions, the administrator could configure the Web Interface to only allow
users to authenticate using the username format username@domain.name by Authentication Type, Windows or NIS
(UNIX), __________. (Choose the correct option to complete the sentence.) 

A. UPN only 

B. Domain Username only 

C. Domain Username and UPN 

D. Domain Username and Password 

Correct Answer: A 
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